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Abstract: Information storage and access in multi-cloud environments have become quite prevalent.
In this paper, a multi-cloud framework is presented that secures users’ data. The primary goal of this
framework is to secure users’ data from untrusted Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). They can collude
with other malicious users and can hand over users’ data to these malicious users for their beneficial
interests. In order to achieve this goal, the data are split into parts, and then each part is encrypted
and uploaded to a different cloud. Therefore, client-side cryptography is used in this framework. For
encrypting users’ data, the BDNA encryption technique is used. This framework presents a hybrid
cryptographic approach that uses Identity-based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE) for managing the keys
of the symmetric key algorithm (BDNA) by encrypting them with the particular version of IBBE.
The work presented in this research paper is the first practical implementation of IBBE for securing
encryption keys. Earlier, IBBE was only used for securely broadcasting data across many users
over a network. The security of this hybrid scheme was proved through Indistinguishable Chosen-
Ciphertext Attacks. This double encryption process makes the framework secure against all insiders
and malicious users’ attacks. The proposed framework was implemented as a web application, and
real-time storage clouds were used for storing the data. The workflow of the proposed framework is
presented through screenshots of different working modules.

Keywords: multi-clouds; storage security; client-side cryptography; key management

1. Introduction

Cloud computing has been used extensively over the last few years. It offers vigorously
scalable resources accessible as a service over the internet [1–4]. Above and beyond various
other services, cloud storage has charmed numerous users for saving their data on the
clouds. By making use of this facility, the users or organizations can store their data on the
cloud which can be made available at anytime and anywhere and in an economical manner.
The attractiveness and demand of cloud storage has been proved through the widespread
use of storage clouds such as Dropbox, Google drive, iCloud, etc. [5]. However, despite
its various benefits, the cloud is still vulnerable to security and privacy issues. Once the
data are housed on the third-party servers, there is no surety that is the data are secure.
Although the CSPs assure it with their promises of cloud encryption, it is not certain that
they will not hand over one’s data to the government agencies without one’s knowledge or
approval. The cloud users cannot fully trust the third party CSPs as they may collude with
some malicious parties or may exploit the customer’s data for their profitable purposes [6].
To overcome these issues, in the last few years there has been a drift towards “multi-clouds”
or “intercloud” or “cloud-of-clouds” [5]. As a corollary, there is no single trusted CSP that
has control over the customer’s data, rather there are multiple CSPs who can host only
parts of user data, or we can say it is a technique by which users can smartly store their data
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in more than one cloud so that the confidentiality and privacy of their data is maintained.
The service providers are unaware of the storage of data on other clouds.

Multi-Cloud or “Cloud-of-Clouds” is the deployment of different services in a single
heterogeneous architecture and the multi-cloud storage implies the exploitation of different
cloud storage services by making use of a single web interface [7] instead of the default
interface provided by each individual CSP [8]. The organizations should gradually make
full use of plentiful contributions of the cloud to derive maximum benefits from it and to
reduce the outflow in programming advancement. “Moreover, a year ago, in a futurescape
report, the International Data Corporation projected multi-cloud appropriation will expand
definitely and till 2020, over 85% of big business IT partnerships have migrated towards
the multi-cloud environment” [9–11].

Undoubtedly, it is a more intricate system as compared to the hybrid cloud which is
just a combination of public and private clouds. Multi-cloud on the other hand deals with
various aspects such as the possibility of failures of service availability, loss and corruption
of data, malicious insiders in a single cloud architecture, and the server collusion attacks.
The security and privacy of users’ data is the topic of utmost concern. Over 80% of the
companies [12] have the fear of losing control over their data and security threats on their
data. Therefore, more focus should be laid upon storing the data on multiple clouds rather
than on a single cloud. Applications should be developed that store only portions of data
on a single cloud so that no cloud has access to the complete data. In addition to this, the
data need to be encrypted before sending it to the cloud, so that even the CSPs cannot
extract the original data from the outsourced encrypted data.

In this research work, a multi-cloud framework is proposed which not only saves data
on multiple clouds but also implements security algorithms at its end and use identity-based
broadcast key management system. The work was inspired by the techniques represented
by [5,13,14] and it overcomes the shortcomings of these existing approaches. The major
focus of this research paper is on the design and implementation of a client-side security
framework that can preserve the confidentiality of data stored on the clouds. There are lots
of highly secure cryptographic algorithms available for securing the cloud storages but
besides security, time also plays a crucial role; therefore, for real time application uploading
and securing the data should be considerably fast. Therefore, the cryptographic algorithm
used in this framework is BDNA [15,16]. The authors of this algorithm [15,16] have already
proved its security and performance with respect to other cryptographic algorithms.

Key Contributions: In this paper, we propose a multi-cloud cryptographic framework
to secure users’ data saved on the cloud. It is a novel framework that uses the concept of
IBBE for securing the cryptographic keys and controlling access to the data. The framework
proposed in this paper is the first practical application of using IBBE to encrypt the private
key of a symmetric key algorithm (BDNA in this paper). Till now, IBBE has been used for
encrypting the data that have to be broadcasted to a group of users. However, in our paper,
the private key of BDNA is encrypted with a group key of all the users who are granted
access to a particular file. This group key is calculated using the identities of the users in
the group. Instead of broadcasting the secret key to the users, it is saved on the security
framework’s storage space and the users can extract the group key using their respective
private key. The game theory is used to prove that the proposed system is secure against
Indistinguishable Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 reviews the related research papers,
Section 3 presents the proposed security framework, in Section 4 the key management
technique used in the security framework is discussed, in Section 5 the implementation of
the security framework is presented, Section 6 presents the security analysis, in Section 7
results of the proposed framework has been discussed and compared with the existing
approaches and the last Section 8 concludes the research work.
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2. Related Work

This section discusses various research papers on multi-cloud frameworks and key
management techniques. In the first subsection, research papers on multi-clouds are
reviewed and compared and in the next subsection, papers on identity-based broadcast
system are discussed.

2.1. Multi-Clouds

In this section, different multi-cloud frameworks are reviewed and their merits and
demerits are lineated in Table 1.

Table 1. Advantages and limitations of various multi-cloud frameworks.

Reference Cryptographic
Technique

Advantage Limitations

[17] Attribute Based
Encryption (ABE) and
cryptographic secret
sharing

• Client-side encryption is used
• Encrypted records are split by

multi-cloud proxy

• Huge computation overheads
• Long waiting time is required for sharing

the records among the groups
• No file indexing
• High costs of implementation
• The whole scheme can be corrupted by

uploading malicious files
• Not fully automated
• No key management

[13] Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES)

• Cryptographic data splitting is
used on client side

• No key management technique used
• No focus on insider attacks
• No prevention against malicious files
• No provision for solving same file name

conflicts

[5] Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and
device-based identity
access techniques

• Client-side cryptography is
used

• Device based identity
verification is completed to
only allow authorized users
access to data

• Data are split after encryption which results
in longer waiting times

• No automation process file splitting,
merging

• File merging conflicts are there at time of
retrieval

[18] Shamir secret sharing
algorithm and base64
encoding scheme

• Providing secure sharing of
files in multi-cloud
environments

• Prevents against attacks by
malicious insiders

• No file indexing
• Complex file retrieval process
• All the tasks have not been automated
• No provision for solving same filename

conflicts

[14] Dynamic indexed based
cryptographic data
slicing

• Appropriate for the process of
decision making for
organizations and individuals

• Suitable for different file
formats

• Prevents against CSP collusion
attacks for retrieving
significant information

• Elimination of centralized
allocation of storage

• Whole system is based upon an assumption
that there are no malicious intentions of any
of the CSPs

• No focus on non-repudiation as well as on
dynamic symmetric encryption

• No provision for solving same filename
conflicts

• No key management

[19] Any standard
encryption technique
such as AES combined
with cipher block
chaining mode or cipher
feedback mode and
Erasure encoding

• Provides intrusion tolerance
• Tolerant to the loss of multiple

chunks of data

• No key management
• No file indexing
• No provision for solving same filename

conflicts
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Cryptographic
Technique

Advantage Limitations

[20] Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and
SHA-256

• High availability due to
RAID-Z technology

• Ensures confidentiality and
integrity of data in multi-cloud
environment with the usage of
zeta-byte file system

• Higher computation overheads
• Performance degrades for files above

100 MB
• No key management technique used

[21] MD5 and base64
encoding

• Increases the trust on CSPs
• Ensures reliability and

transparency
• Continuous auditing of cloud

services
• Proper indexing of files

• Filename conflicts cannot be resolved

[22] Advanced Encryption
Algorithm combined
with fiestal networks

• Secure against insider attacks
• Provides indexing of data files
• Client-side encryption

mechanism

• No key management techniques used
• Framework has not been tested with real

cloud service providers
• No provision for solving same filename

conflicts

[23] Combination of AES,
BLOWFISH and RC5

• A secure hybrid client-side
encryption mechanism

• Files are split before
encryption

• No key management technique used
• File indexing is not completed
• Consists of filename conflicts

The authors in [17] proposed an architecture that uses the concept of multi-cloud for
sharing health care records. These records are encrypted using Attribute Based Encryption
(ABE) and cryptographic secret sharing. After encryption the record is split by the multi-
cloud proxy which is then stored on multiple clouds. There are several shortcomings of this
technique such as a huge computation and long waiting time is required for sharing the
records among the groups; moreover, the approach does not use file indexing which makes
the file retrieval process ambiguous, and a highly configured machine is used for carrying
out the experiments which makes this approach costly. Moreover, the whole scheme can be
corrupted by uploading malicious files and it is not even fully automated.

For enhancing the secure sharing of data stored in multi-cloud environments, the
researchers in [13] presented a multi-cloud framework that uses Advanced Encryption
Standard Algorithm (AES) in order to endow the customers with better cloud storage
decision making. However, the authors did not focus on the insider attacks, colluding
attacks, and no measures were taken for enforcing data integrity and securing data from
intruders and preventing malicious files.

In [5], the researchers presented a novel concept of using multi-cloud storage for
enhancing cloud storage security together with the encryption algorithms as well as the
device-based identity access techniques. In this approach, first of all, the data are encrypted
using the standard AES algorithm which is then split into different chunks and these
chunks are then stored on different clouds. In addition to that, this approach also uses a
device-based identity verification security technique which is used to validate the users
who can access the data.

In [18], the authors came forward with a new model that used Shamir secret sharing
algorithm and base64 encoding scheme for providing secure sharing of files in multi-cloud
environments. This scheme prevents against attacks by malicious insiders but does not
involve file indexing which makes the file retrieval process difficult and complex. Further,
all the tasks were not automated which decreases the overall efficiency of the proposed
approach.
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In [14], the researchers proposed a new framework that uses a standard algorithm for
enhancing the secure data sharing by making use of dynamic indexed based cryptographic
data slicing. The proposed framework is appropriate for the process of decision making for
organizations and individuals by adopting multi-storage architecture for data storage based
upon trust. The proposed system is suitable for different file formats, CSPs collusion attacks
for retrieving significant information and elimination of centralized allocation of storage.
However, the whole system is based upon an assumption that there are no malicious
intentions of any of the CSPs. Moreover, the system does not focus on non-repudiation as
well as on dynamic symmetric encryption.

The authors of the research work [19] presented a novel multi-cloud architecture
that makes use of code erasure, data splitting and distribution of these data splits across
different cloud storage systems in order to prevent attacks on data availability, integrity
and confidentiality. The authors proved that the proposed system is tolerant to the loss of
multiple chunks of data.

The researchers in [20] came forward with a new technique known as controller for
storage as a service (CsaaS), which can help business organizations to stock up their data in
multiple clouds by making use of file storage technology. The proposed technology consists
of four units which aid the clients in attaining secure storage of data across different clouds.
The performance analysis proved that for files of up to 90 MB, the completion latency and
average rate of data transfer for reads and random reads were improved considerably as
compared to single clouds.

In this research work [21], a novel multi-cloud architecture was proposed that facili-
tated the third-party auditors to constantly audit the services of each cloud in multi-cloud
environments. This approach increases the trust on CSPs and ensures reliability and
transparency and prevents against the hackers.

The authors in [22] presented a multi-cloud framework that uses hybrid encryption
algorithm which is the combination of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), BLOWFISH
and RC5. The data is sliced and then each slice is encrypted with a different encryption
algorithm and is then uploaded to different clouds. The authors claim that their system
is highly secure against malicious attacks and provides high protection and the overall
results are better when compared to the other architectures. However, the authors did not
implement any key management techniques to secure the keys generated by the encryption
algorithms and they did not provide any provision of resolving same filename conflicts.

In [23] the authors proposed a multi-cloud framework which performs the encryption
of data, partitions the data, and imposes proper indexing on the data files in order to
securely upload the data on different clouds. The authors presented a hybrid encryption
algorithm by combining Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with fiestal networks to
efficiently secure the data before uploading it to the multiple clouds. The proposed system
provides security against insider attacks.

Lots of similar techniques have been proposed but none of them have succeeded in
implementing an effective system for the secure sharing of data using multi-clouds. The
techniques discussed above do not offer automated processes of file slicing, encryption,
decryption, and retrieval. The existing work does not focus on resolving the file conflicts
while merging the file parts for retrieval process, malicious files, colluding service provider
attacks, insider attacks, removal of centralized distribution of data, and key management
while sharing the data in multi-cloud storage. The existing techniques presented by [5,13,14]
used AES encryption algorithm for securing the data. However, the authors in [16] already
proved that BDNA is faster than AES and provides considerable security. Hence, it is
suitable for real time data storage. Secondly, the techniques presented by [5,13] split the
data after encryption, which leads to longer waiting times by the customers and it is also
difficult to upload large files securely. Thirdly, in the approach presented by [14], there is
an additional overhead on the data owners, since each time a user needs to access the data,
he has to request the data owner for the keys. Lastly, these approaches have not provided
any technique for the key management. However, practically, the security of a symmetric
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key algorithm lies in its key. If keys are not managed properly, they can go in hands of
malicious parties and the overall security of the algorithm will go in vain [24–26]. The
framework presented in this research work overcomes all the issues present in the existing
techniques.

2.2. Key Management

Key management is one of the most important concepts in the cloud environment
for providing synchronized data flow in the networks. Encryption is one of the major
techniques for securing users’ data saved on the clouds but it involves a lot of computation
power and the cryptographic keys generated as a part of encryption process can cause
problems if not managed properly. These keys cannot be stored simply on the clouds along
with the data because if these cryptographic keys become compromised, the whole of the
encryption process will fail as the hackers can easily decrypt the data. Therefore, besides
providing an efficient cryptographic technique for securing data stored on the clouds, a
proper key management mechanism is also required to be implemented. While going
through cryptographic techniques, we were inspired by the identity-based encryption
techniques because they do not require the distribution of public key certificates and the
identity of the user serves as the public key itself. Therefore, for the key management, we
focused upon the identity-based cryptography [24] for securing the cryptographic keys of
the symmetric key algorithms. This section discusses about some of the major research
papers on identity-based cryptography referenced by us during the course of our research
work.

In [27], the authors presented an IBBE scheme which can be used to efficiently encrypt
a message broadcasted to a group of users without revealing their identities even to each
other. The authors claimed that the proposed scheme can be used in those environments
where the recipients have devices with a limited number of resources. This has been made
possible by reducing the size of system’s public parameters as well as the secret keys.
Further, the size of user’s private key has also been made constant which is far less as
compared to the existing IBBE scheme.

The authors in [28] proposed an IBBE for open networks where the senders can send
the messages to a subset of the system users and only those receivers will receive access
to the message. The authors compared the proposed scheme with the already existing
broadcast encryption scheme and proved that their scheme has lower costs and the number
of system users can be altered efficiently.

In [29], the researchers proposed a generic construction for IBBE by exploiting the
robust property of anonymous IBE. The proposed scheme achieves confidentiality and
anonymity against Chosen-Ciphertext attacks in random oracle model. Further, the pro-
posed scheme has a constant size of public parameter, private key, and constant cost of
decryption.

The research work in [30] introduced the concept of anonymous certificate-based
broadcast encryption [30] and made the decryption cost constant. As compared to the
existing techniques, it is more computationally efficient; therefore, it can be used with
computationally constrained users [31–38]. The authors proved that the proposed model is
secure against Adaptive Chosen-Ciphertext attacks.

3. The Proposed System Model

In order to enhance the security of data stored on the clouds, the proposed system
model adopts the concept of multi-clouds due to their advantages over the single cloud
data storage. In this model, first of all the file is uploaded to the security framework which
segregates the file into different parts and then, each part is encrypted separately using a
secret key and stored on different clouds. A proper indexing of the file parts is completed
and all the file-related metadata are stored by the security framework in its local database.
Whenever, the receiver or the user wants to access the file, first of all he has to prove his
authentication at the security framework’s interface and after successful authentication,
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the security framework downloads the various file parts from the different clouds. After
downloading, each part is decrypted with the same secret key with which it has been
encrypted earlier. After performing decryption, all the different parts of the file are merged
to re-create the original file and then it is made available to the user. The framework offers
the users a fair chance of choosing multi-cloud storage facilities in order to save and share
their data securely over the clouds. The proposed framework provides assurance that the
file is split up into at least three parts and each part is sent to a different cloud. We have
taken at least three clouds in order to reduce server collusion attacks and to ensure the
confidentiality of the data. Not even a single CSP can extract the original data from the
data parts stored on its servers, without obtaining any additional data from other CSPs.

3.1. Overview of the Architecture

Figure 1 represents the overall architecture of the proposed security model. It consists
of three levels which contain the various components involved in the security process.
These levels are described as follows.
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3.1.1. The Cloud Level

The cloud level consists of the different storage cloud servers that are used for storing
different parts of the same file. The minimum number of storage clouds used by our
framework is three and maximum number is 5. The number of cloud servers can be
increased as per the requirements and the availability of the storage clouds. It is not
mandatory that a file part should be stored on each and every cloud. The file is split up
into random parts and these parts are stored on the clouds randomly. The only constraints
imposed are that the number of parts should always be three or more and a minimum of
three clouds should always be involved. The storage clouds used by the proposed approach
are Google Drive, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, Mediafire, and Amazon Cloud Drive.
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3.1.2. The Security Framework Level

The major component of the proposed security model is the security framework layer.
It has been designed as a web application. It involves all the security mechanisms that
have been implemented in order to secure users’ data saved on the clouds. The various
components involved in the security framework module are:

i. Upload file: The first step involves the data owner uploading his file at the security
framework’s interface. Before actually uploading the file, the data owner is checked
for his authenticity and after the successful authentication, he is allowed to upload
the file which he wants to store onto the cloud;

ii. Split: After the file has been uploaded successfully, it is split up into several parts
by the split module of the security framework. The data owner is then asked to
select the number of clouds to which he wants to upload his data and depending
upon this number, the number of file parts is selected. The minimum number of file
parts is always three;

iii. Encryption: Once the file has been split into different parts, each file part is en-
crypted separately using BDNA symmetric-key algorithm [16]. BDNA uses a 256-bit
key for encryption and here, for each file part a completely new encryption key is
used;

iv. Upload file parts to the clouds: After the successful encryption of the different
file parts, each file part is separately uploaded to a different cloud. The parts are
distributed randomly, and it is possible that one or more clouds may not receive
any part of a given file. Different users can have a file with a same name, so
while uploading the files with same names, it may be possible that a file with the
same name may already be present on the cloud. This could lead to files being
overwritten. So, in order to overcome this issue, we used a file naming scheme,
where the filename is appended with the unique timestamp values, so that no two
files can have the same name. This file naming process is transparent to the end
users. The users only use the original filenames which they have provided at the
time of uploading the file to the security framework. Besides these unique file
names, a proper indexing of the file parts was completed, so that at times when the
original file needs to be reconstructed, it is easier to identify all the file parts;

v. Download file parts from the clouds: Whenever any user requests a particular file
at the security framework’s interface, he provides the name of the file. First of all,
the security framework checks the metadata associated with that file and checks
whether the user is authorized to access that file or not and then the unique filename
to download the file parts from different CSPs is used. After downloading, the file
parts are provided to the decryption algorithm for further processing;

vi. Decryption: After downloading all the file parts associated with the requested
file, each part is decrypted separately using the corresponding secret key used for
encrypting that part. The proposed system model uses BDNA decryption algorithm
for the decryption process;

vii. Merge: After successful decryption of the various file parts, the file parts are
provided to the merge module. This module combines all the parts of the file
to reconstruct the original file. After merging the file, its file name is again changed
to the name provided by the data owner at the time of uploading the file to the
security framework;

viii. Download file: After successful merging of all the file parts, the file is provided to
the user. The user can then download the file and can access it;

ix. Key management: This is one of the important components of the proposed secu-
rity framework. This component is used for managing the secret keys which are
used by the BDNA algorithm. These keys are stored on the local database of the
security framework. The strength of any symmetric-key encryption algorithm lies
in its secret key; therefore, securing and managing these keys requires the utmost
attention. The best way to design any security model is to encrypt the data with a
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symmetric-key algorithm and subsequently, encrypt the symmetric keys with an
asymmetric algorithm; therefore, the security model proposed in this paper uses the
similar approach. The symmetric keys used in BDNA are managed by storing them
in encrypted format using Identity Based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE), in which
the keys are encrypted with the public keys of all the users whom the access has
been granted. The key management is discussed in detail in Section 4;

x. Metadata: All the data related to the proposed model are stored in this database. It
contains information related to all the files, their indexing, their unique filenames,
and the clouds on which the parts of each file are stored. In addition to this, it
contains the list of all the users who are given access to a particular file, list of data
owners, access rights of different users, etc.

3.1.3. The User Level

This level consists of the customers who want to store their data onto the cloud or
want to access the data stored on the clouds. Therefore, the user level involves two types of
customers, data owners and users:

i. Data owners: These are the customers who want to store their data onto the cloud
servers. The data owners are responsible for providing the list of users whom they
want to allow to access the files uploaded by them. They can add a new user to
the access list as well as can revoke an already allowed user. The data owners can
be any organization whether business or any other who wants to save its data on
the cloud;

ii. Data users: These are the users who want to access the data uploaded by some
other users onto the clouds. Before obtaining access to the stored data, they are
required to prove their authenticity and are asked to provide an access token with
which the secret key is decrypted. If the user is a valid user, he will have the correct
access token. The users can be the employees of the organization or the clients with
whom the organization wants to share its data.

4. Key Management Using Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption

The strength of a symmetric-key cryptographic algorithm lies in the strength of its
key. For BDNA encryption algorithm, we used a 256-bit secret key. It has already been
proved that this key size is large enough to make it secure against the brute force attacks.
However, a proper key management scheme is required to ensure that the keys are safe
enough to be used for encrypting the valuable data [25]. So, the keys need to be protected
from unauthorized and malicious users. Therefore, in this security model we exploited the
fact from the literature that the best way to design a security framework is to encrypt the
data with a symmetric-key algorithm and then encrypt the secret key used in symmetric
algorithm with an asymmetric-key algorithm. This is so because the asymmetric algorithms
are slower as compared to the symmetric ones due to the usage of intricate mathematical
computations [26], and hence are not recommended to be used in situations where large
amounts of data are to be protected, as they would take a lot of time to encrypt it. Time
plays a crucial role in today’s world; therefore, symmetric-key cryptographic algorithms
are preferred over the asymmetric ones for encrypting huge amounts of data. However,
in case of symmetric-key algorithms, the whole security lies in the key, so it should be
protected and distributed with the utmost care. The key size is small as compared to the
data size; it is preferable to encrypt them using an asymmetric algorithm, as they involve
complex mathematical expressions and offers a higher security.

With these considerations in mind, a public key encryption scheme that uses Broadcast
Encryption (BE) was used for encrypting the secret keys of BDNA algorithm. By using BE,
senders can proficiently broadcast their ciphertext to multiple receivers in such a way that
only those receivers who have been authorized can decrypt the ciphertext. Generally, BE
approaches can be categorized into two groups: the symmetric-key BE and asymmetric-key
BE. In the former technique, only a trusted center creates the private keys of all users
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and using these keys it broadcasts the data to the authorized users [39,40]. This trusted
center is a single point of failure for this technique as if this center fails the working of
the whole broadcast system will collapse [28–30]. In contrast to this, the asymmetric-key
or the public-key BE scheme does not incur this type of failure as in this scheme the
public keys are used for encryption that are not required to be kept secret. However, the
disadvantage of public key BE is that it incurs greater computational costs as compared
to symmetric-key BE as it involves more complex mathematical expressions [28–30]. To
balance the computational costs and the advantages of public-key BE, we have used it
for the encryption of cryptographic keys and not the actual data as the size of the keys is
comparatively smaller than the size of the actual data.

The public key BE is an ideal scheme for broadcasting the messages securely among
a group of people, but since it is a public key cryptographic technique it requires the
distribution of public key certificates for all the users. Therefore, to overcome this issue of
distribution of certificates, the secret keys of the BDNA algorithm are encrypted using a
variant of BE called Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE) [31,32]. This encryption
technique uses the identity of a user as its public key and there is no need for the distribution
of public key certificates [31]. Therefore, it is easy to compute the public key of the users
whose identity related information is known.

The public key BE must satisfy two vital security constraints. The first one is that it
should be entirely collusion resistant which means that even if all the unauthorized users,
who are not the part of chosen receiver set collude, they would not be able to generate
the original message. The second constraint is of stateless receivers [41,42] which means
that the existing authorized users are not required to update their secret keys when other
users are revoked or added to the broadcast system. The IBBE technique [27,29] used in
our framework satisfies both of these constraints.

Basically, all the broadcast encryption algorithms came into existence for broadcasting
the encrypted data among group of users, but we exploited this concept to be used with
the secret keys instead of actual data. In our proposed security model, the secret keys used
by the BDNA algorithm are saved by the security framework in its local database. These
keys are encrypted with the public keys of all the users who need to access the data and
whose information is provided by the data owner at the time of file uploading. To make it
more realistic, the concept of identity-based encryption [24] was used as it uses the identity
of a user as its public key and the public key certificates distribution is not required.

In this research work, a special version of IBBE was used which is based upon the
techniques proposed by [27–30]. The 256-bit secret key and the value of N are encrypted
using a group key which is extracted from the public keys, i.e., the identities of all the users
who are allowed to access a particular file. Instead of broadcasting this key to the users, the
key is saved on the security framework’s storage space and the users are instead provided
with a group key.

4.1. Preliminaries

Before discussing the actual technique, first of all the basic preliminaries involved in
these techniques are discussed.

i. The BDNA secret key is denoted by Ks, random number is N, the overall key that
needs to be encrypted is KBDNA = {Ks, N};

ii. Bilinear Pairing: Suppose G1, G2 and GT are three cyclic groups having same prime
order p. Then, the bilinear map can be defined as a mapping e: G1 × G2 → GT
where G1 = G2. The bilinear maps have the following properties:

• Bilinearity: For every P ∈ G1 and Q ∈ G2 and x,y ∈ Zp* e(Px,Qy) = e(P,Q)xy;
• Non degeneracy: e(P, Q) 6= 1 for P and Q that belongs to G1 and G2, respec-

tively;
• Computability: For given P∈G1 and Q∈G2, it is computationally efficient to

obtain e(P, Q).
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We assumed that the bilinear pairings are symmetrical, i.e., G1 = G2; therefore, in the
rest of the paper we denote G1 and G2 with G.;

iii. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption: By making use of the aforementioned notations,
the bilinear Diffie Hellman problem can be defined as computing e(P, Q)xyz ∈ GT
given a generator P of G and components Px, Py, Pz for x,y,z ∈ Zp

*. A correspondent
formulation of this problem is computing e(X, Y)z provided a generator P of G and
elements X,Y, Pz in G. There is an advantage e(
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cally a four-tuple algorithm which is used for encrypting the message and broadcasting 
it to a group of users. The various algorithms involved in this scheme are described as 
follows: 

• Setup(ᶄ): This algorithm takes the security parameter (ᶄ) as the input and the 
outputs MK and PK as Master Secret Key and Master Public Key, respectively. 
MK is provided to PKG as input and PK is kept public; 

• Extract (IDi, MK): It takes user’s identity IDi and Master Secret Key MK as inputs 
and produce the user’s Private key Pri as the output; 

• Encrypt (I, PK): This algorithm takes the Master Public key PK and a group of 
receivers’ identities, denoted by a set U = {ID1, …, IDn} as input and outputs SK, 
i.e., the encryption of KBDNA. For this, first of all, the algorithm yields a pair 
(HDR, Grkey) where Gr ∈ G  and is a group key for encrypting the broadcast 
message. Whenever there is KBDNA that needs to be shared among a group of 
users in I, the algorithm produces (HDR, Grkey) using PK and U and then en-
crypts the KBDNA with this group key Grkey to obtain ciphertext CK and broad-
casts it by encapsulating it in the body of broadcast message SK = (HDR, CK) 
where HDR is the header of SK. This approach preserves the privacy of the re-
cipients; therefore, unlike previous approaches, the identity set U is not included 
in the broadcast message which would otherwise reveal the list of receivers to 
the public; 
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iv. Identity-based Broadcast Encryption with Privacy Preserving: In this scheme, the
identities of the recipients are preserved. This means that the group of receivers are
unaware of the identities of other receivers who are also receiving the same message.
It is basically a four-tuple algorithm which is used for encrypting the message and
broadcasting it to a group of users. The various algorithms involved in this scheme
are described as follows:
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MK is provided to PKG as input and PK is kept public;

• Extract (IDi, MK): It takes user’s identity IDi and Master Secret Key MK as inputs
and produce the user’s Private key Pri as the output;

• Encrypt (I, PK): This algorithm takes the Master Public key PK and a group of
receivers’ identities, denoted by a set U = {ID1, . . . , IDn} as input and outputs
SK, i.e., the encryption of KBDNA. For this, first of all, the algorithm yields a
pair (HDR, Grkey) where Grkey ∈ GT and is a group key for encrypting the
broadcast message. Whenever there is KBDNA that needs to be shared among a
group of users in I, the algorithm produces (HDR, Grkey) using PK and U and
then encrypts the KBDNA with this group key Grkey to obtain ciphertext CK and
broadcasts it by encapsulating it in the body of broadcast message SK = (HDR,
CK) where HDR is the header of SK. This approach preserves the privacy of
the recipients; therefore, unlike previous approaches, the identity set U is not
included in the broadcast message which would otherwise reveal the list of
receivers to the public;

• Decrypt (IDi, Pri, SK): The decryption algorithm takes the user’s identity IDi
and associated private key Pri and the header HDR from SK as the input and
generates group key Grkey, from which the broadcast message is decrypted.

4.2. Privacy Preserving IBBE for Securing BDNA Keys

In the proposed security model, the data are encrypted using BDNA symmetric key
algorithm. The keys used by this algorithm are secured using the special version of Privacy
Preserving IBBE encryption. Since in the proposed approach, the BDNA secret keys are
stored by the security framework on its local database, these keys are stored in encrypted
format so that no one can gain access to these keys. The keys are encrypted using privacy
preserving IBBE encryption. A special version of IBBE was used in this approach because
generally IBBE has been designed for encrypting the messages that are to be broadcast to
a group of users, but in the proposed approach we are not broadcasting our keys to any
group of users. Rather, IBBE is being used to encrypt the BDNA key (KBDNA) with the
group key of all the users who are allowed to access a particular file that has been encrypted
using this is KBDNA. This group key (Grkey) has been calculated using the identities of all
the users in the group. Therefore, the concept of broadcast encryption is used for sharing
the data among a group of users, without actually broadcasting the data or the keys.
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Whenever a user needs to access any file, after authentication he needs to provide
a private key Pri corresponding to his identity IDi. Then, the security framework’s key
management module uses HDR along with these credentials, to generate the Group key
Grkey which is used to obtain the BDNA secret keys, which can then finally decrypt the
original data which has been requested by the particular user.

Construction

In this section, we provide the construction for IBBE that can be used to secure the
BDNA keys. The encryption scheme ensures the user’s privacy as no user in the group
is aware of any other user in the group. The detailed construction of all the algorithms
described in the preliminaries’ section is as follows:

i. Setup(
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ii. Extract (IDi, MK): This algorithm takes as the input the master secret key MK and
the user’s public key, i.e., is the identity of the user IDi. and yields the private key
of the user:

Pri = H1(IDi)
s = θs

i (1)

iii. Encrypt (I, PK): Given the System Public Parameters PK = Ps and set of users U =
{ID1, . . . , IDn}, the IBBE runs encryption algorithm with the following steps:

• ∀IDi ∈ U, calculate:
θi = H1(IDi) (2)

• Chose a random p ∈ Z∗p and ∀IDi ∈ U calculate:

di = H2(e(θp, Ps)) (3)

• Chose a random k ∈ Z∗p and compute a group key:

Grkey = e(P, P)k (4)

• Select a random δ ∈ Z∗p.
• Calculate HDR = (C1, C2, C3) where:

C1 = Pp, C2 =
(

Pδ
)k

, C3 =

{
ci =

(
P1− 1

δ

) 1
di

}
IDi∈U

(5)

Finally, this algorithm generates (HDR, Grkey) and this Grkey is used to encrypt KBDNA
and generates CK = Grkey ⊕ KBDNA which is then saved in the database encapsulated
in HDR as Secret Key SK = [HDR, CK]. Therefore, each entry in the key management’s
database is stored as SK.

It should be noted that whenever there is change in the list of users U that are allowed
to access the file, the value of k and δ are changed to maintain forward and backward
secrecy of the messages. This would change the values of HDR as well as Grkey.

i. Decrypt (IDi, Pri, SK): whenever the user needs to access a file, after authentication,
he is prompted to enter his private key Pri corresponding to his identity IDi. This
Pri and SK = [HDR, CK] act as input sto the decryption algorithm. Using this Pri
and HDR, Grkey is recomputed, which in turn decrypts the KBDNA encapsulated in
HDR. The decryption process for KBDNA involves the following steps:
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• Calculate:
di = H2(e(Pri, Ci)) = H2(e(θs

i , C1)) (6)

• Recover ci from C3 and calculate:

e
(

C−1
2 , cdi

i

)
× e(P× C2) = e

(((
Pδ
)k
)−1

,
((

P1− 1
δ

) 1
di

)di
)
× e
(

P,
(

Pδ
)k
)

= e(P, P)−k(δ−1) × e(P, P)kδ = Grkey

(7)

Grkey ⊕ CK = KBDNA (8)

This KBDNA can be used further for decrypting the requested file which has been
encrypted using BDNA cryptography. The decryption process ensures that only the users
in the access list U can successfully compute Grkey and decrypt KBDNA successfully.

5. Implementation

The very backbone of our entire research work is securing the data which is required
to be stored on the clouds. So, the most important thing was setting up the clouds for
our experimentation and the proposed framework exploits the concept of storing data on
multiple clouds instead of using just one cloud; therefore, we used Dropbox, Mediafire,
Google Cloud, One drive, and Amazon Cloud Drive for the implementation of our pro-
posed security model. The API’s and the access tokens were taken from these clouds in
order to access these clouds in an authentic manner. The entire interaction mechanism with
the clouds was completed using a web service. The web service was made and configured
in ASP. Net using Visual Studio 2017. The entire security framework including the encryp-
tion/decryption algorithm as well as the key management component was implemented as
a web application in Java using Netbeans. Both Data Owner and Data users were operated
on a Windows 7, 64-bit machine. The machine uses an Intel® core i5 processor 3210M @ 2.67
Ghz, 4 GB RAM. The following sub-section explains the overall working of our proposed
security model with the help of the Algorithms 1 and 2 and screenshots.

5.1. Algorithm for File Uploading by the Data Owner

Algorithm 1 explains the overall working of the file upload process. After successful
authentication, the data owner is required to upload the file as well as the list of users
who can access the file, at the security framework’s (web application) interface. After
that, the framework calculates the size of the file and splits the file into different parts
depending upon the number of clouds to be used. Then, the file parts are assigned with the
appropriate indexes for the easy reconstruction of file from these parts at the times of file
downloading. Then, the file parts are encrypted using the BDNA encryption algorithm.
The cryptographic keys used for encrypting each file part are further encrypted using the
IBBE technique. Then, the filename is modified by appending the timestamp values at
time of uploading the file parts to the clouds. In the final step, the file parts are uploaded
to different clouds and the file-related indexes and encrypted keys are stored on the local
database of the security framework.
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Algorithm 1 File Uploading

Input: Any File F
Output: Encrypted File parts E(F1), E(F2), E(F3), E(F4), E(F5)
Step 1: Upload a File (F) to the security framework and provide list of users set U = {ID1, . . . ,

IDn} who can access the file
Step 2: Calculate the File Size Fsize
Step 3: Split or divide the Fsize with minimum of three parts
Step 4: Assign the proper indexes to the file parts (F0, F1, F2, F3, F4, . . . , Fn)
Step 5: Generate a different 256-bit Key Ks and N for each file part.
Step 6: Encrypt each file part of the sliced file with BDNA algorithm to obtain: E(F0), E(F1),

E(F2), E(F3), E(F4), . . . ., E(Fn) And Encrypt KBDNA = (Ks, N) with public keys or
identities of all the users in U, using Identity Based Broadcast Encryption to obtain
E(KBDNA).

Step 7: Associate with each file part the unique timestamp E(F0).T, E(F1).T, E(F2).T, E(F3).T,
E(F4).T, . . . , E(Fn).T And Upload the encrypted file parts to the multiple cloud Servers

Step 8: Save the entire file indexing information as well as the encrypted keys on the local
database of the Security Framework.

Step 9: End

5.2. Algorithm for File Downloading by the Data Users

The stepwise procedure involved in downloading the file by the users is presented in
Algorithm 2. For downloading the file, first of all, there is an authentication check for the
user. After its successful verification, the user is required to provide his private key along
with the name of the file which he wants to download. From metadata, all the file-related
information is collected, and the file is searched in different clouds. Then, the encrypted
KBDNA keys associated with the various file parts are fetched and decrypted using the
private key of the user using the IBBE approach. Then, using these KBDNA keys the file
parts are decrypted. Later on, the various file parts are merged, and the file is provided
to the user for downloading. If the user has provided the wrong private key or he is not
authorized to access the file, in these cases also he will be provided with a file with the
same name which he can download, but the file will contain garbage information.

Algorithm 2 File Downloading

Input: File (F) and User’s Private key Pri
Output: File (F) after Decryption and merging
Step 1 : Enter the File name (F) and User’s Private Key Pri
Step 2: From the metadata obtain name of File parts corresponding to the File (F) and check

the access information of that File
Step 3: Perform a search with the Filename in each of the corresponding multi-cloud storage

service provider directory (F0.T), (F1.T), (F2.T), (F3.T), (F4.T), . . . , (Fn.T) and acquire
the encrypted file parts E(F0), E(F1), E(F2), E(F3), E(F4), . . . , E(Fn)

Step 4: Fetch the E (KBDNA) related to these file parts
Step 5: Use the Private key Pri to decrypt the KBDNA
Step 6: Using KBDNA, decrypt all the file parts D[E(F0)], D[E(F1)], D[E(F2)], D[E(F3)], D[E(F4)],

. . . , D[E(Fn)] and obtain (F0, F1, F2, F3, F4, . . . , Fn)
Step 7: Merge all the File parts to form File (F)
Step 8: Download the File F
Step 9: End

5.3. Working

In this section, we present the working of the proposed security model using various
screenshots. The proposed model is divided into three levels: the cloud level, the security
framework level and the user level. First of all, we show the working of the security
framework whose various components are maintained by the admin. Admin is responsible
for managing all the customers whether data owner or users. Then, the working of the user
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level has been discussed which consists of access rights and privileges of these customers.
In the end, screenshots of storage clouds have been shared, which show the file parts saved
on them:

i. Admin: Admin is responsible for managing the overall security framework level.
Admin is responsible for granting privileges to all the clients whether they are data
owners or users. Admin allows the data owners to upload as well as delete the files.
Besides this, the data owners are granted permission to manage the users who can
access the files uploaded by them. On the other hand, users can only view the files.
The admin can revoke these permissions from anyone at any time. Figures 2 and 3
represents the functioning of the admin;
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ii. Data Owner: Data owner can upload the files to the security framework’s interface as
well as manage the access of his files to various users. He can grant the access as well
as revoke it from the other users. He can further delete the file whenever required.
The various privileges granted to the data owners have been show in the Figures 4–9;
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iii. Users: Data users can only view and download the file whose access is provided to
them by the data owners. He cannot delete or modify the file. The users cannot view
the other users who are authorized to access the same file. The various privileges
granted to the users are shown in Figures 10–12;
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iv. Cloud Level: The security model proposed in this Chapter involves-multi cloud
storage i.e., multiple clouds have been used for storing the data. In this Section, we
have shared the screenshots of two cloud storages (Figures 13 and 14) among the
five clouds we have used for our approach [33–38,43,44]. The screenshots depict the
various file parts of same file stored on these clouds and the filenames have unique
timestamp values attached to them. These screenshots confirm the splitting of the file
and their storage on different clouds.
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6. Security Analysis

In this section we prove the security of this hybrid approach. The following proofs
illustrate that the proposed system offers semantic security and confidentiality (Indistin-
guishable Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks secure) against a static adversary provided that the
BDH assumption is true. For proving the security, a game between the adversary AD and
Challenger CH was conducted.

Confidentiality: Suppose there is a security parameter
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cipients; therefore, unlike previous approaches, the identity set U is not included 
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ates group key Grkey, from which the broadcast message is decrypted. 

  

, and there exists a polynomial
time adversary AD, who has an advantage E
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against the proposed system. Assume

that AD queries for the private key extraction Qp times and for the hash value H2, QH2
times. Then there exists an algorithm CH which resolves the BDH problem with advantages

Advtind−smid−cpa
CH
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rest of the paper we denote G1 and G2 with G.; 

iii. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption: By making use of the aforementioned notations, 
the bilinear Diffie Hellman problem can be defined as computing e(P, Q)xyz ∈ GT given 
a generator P of G and components Px, Py, Pz for x,y,z ∈ Zp*. A correspondent formulation 
of this problem is computing e(X, Y)z provided a generator P of G and elements X,Y, Pz 
in G. There is an advantage e(ᶄ) for an algorithm Ἇ to solve a bilinear group <a,G, GT,e>, 
Diffie-Hellman Problem where ᶄ has been defined as the security parameter, if 𝑃𝑟[ Ἇ, (ᶄ, 𝐺, 𝐺 , 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑃  ) = 𝑒(𝑋, 𝑌) ] ≥ e(ᶄ). If there is a negligible advantage for any 
polynomial-time algorithm to decipher the Diffie-Hellman assumption having the se-
curity parameter ᶄ, the bilinear group <a,G,GT,e> is said to fulfill the BDH assumption; 

iv. Identity-based Broadcast Encryption with Privacy Preserving: In this scheme, the iden-
tities of the recipients are preserved. This means that the group of receivers are unaware 
of the identities of other receivers who are also receiving the same message. It is basi-
cally a four-tuple algorithm which is used for encrypting the message and broadcasting 
it to a group of users. The various algorithms involved in this scheme are described as 
follows: 

• Setup(ᶄ): This algorithm takes the security parameter (ᶄ) as the input and the 
outputs MK and PK as Master Secret Key and Master Public Key, respectively. 
MK is provided to PKG as input and PK is kept public; 

• Extract (IDi, MK): It takes user’s identity IDi and Master Secret Key MK as inputs 
and produce the user’s Private key Pri as the output; 

• Encrypt (I, PK): This algorithm takes the Master Public key PK and a group of 
receivers’ identities, denoted by a set U = {ID1, …, IDn} as input and outputs SK, 
i.e., the encryption of KBDNA. For this, first of all, the algorithm yields a pair 
(HDR, Grkey) where Gr ∈ G  and is a group key for encrypting the broadcast 
message. Whenever there is KBDNA that needs to be shared among a group of 
users in I, the algorithm produces (HDR, Grkey) using PK and U and then en-
crypts the KBDNA with this group key Grkey to obtain ciphertext CK and broad-
casts it by encapsulating it in the body of broadcast message SK = (HDR, CK) 
where HDR is the header of SK. This approach preserves the privacy of the re-
cipients; therefore, unlike previous approaches, the identity set U is not included 
in the broadcast message which would otherwise reveal the list of receivers to 
the public; 

• Decrypt (IDi, Pri, SK): The decryption algorithm takes the user’s identity IDi and 
associated private key Pri and the header HDR from SK as the input and gener-
ates group key Grkey, from which the broadcast message is decrypted. 
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Proof: Let (P, Px, Py, Pz) ∈ G be any random instance of BDH algorithm which has
been distributed uniformly and has been provided to algorithm CH as an input. In order to
come across the solution (P, P)xyz, CH simulates the challenge for AD as follows:

Init: CH runs AD and obtains set U∗ = {ID1, . . . . . . . . . , IDn} as a target which AD
wants to attack.

Setup: CH sets PK = Pz the public key of the system and provides system parameters
<a,G,GT,e(.,.),P,PK,H1,H2> where H1 and H2 are the random oracles controlled by CH.

H1-query: AD can query the random oracle H1 at any time. Initially CH maintains
an empty list Hlist

1 of quadruples (IDi, hi, θi, Pri), for responding to the queries. Whenever
there is a query from AD, for a hash value of any IDi, CH responds as follows:

1. If there is list about IDi in Hlist
1 , then CH replies with θi ∈ G;

2. Or else, CH verifies whether IDi ∈ U∗ or not and releases a hash query on an identity,
according to the following situations:

• If IDi /∈ U∗, then CH selects a random hi and sets θi = Phi .
• Otherwise, if IDi ∈ U∗, then CH selects a random hi and sets θi = (Py)hi .

CH adds the tuple (IDi, hi, θi, ∗) to the list Hlist
1 and replies with θi.

Phase 1: AD can then submit queries to the random oracle H2. It is also be capable of
send extraction queries related to private key.

Extraction query: AD can also query for the extraction identity strings. For an input
string IDi for private key extraction, CH answers as follows:

1. If an extraction query on IDi has already been issued by AD, then CH responds with
the consequent Pri in Hlist

1 ;
3. Otherwise, if a hash query for H1 on IDi has been issued by AD, CH calculates the

private key using the corresponding hi using the following procedure:

• If IDi /∈ U∗, then CH calculates Pri = (Pz)hi = θz
i . CH, then includes the private

key Pri in the related tuple on the list Hlist
1 as the 〈IDi, hi, θi, Pri〉 and replies

with the Pri.
• If IDi ∈ U∗, then CH reports abort.

H2-queries: The H2 oracle can be queried at any time by the adversary AD. Again
CH, maintains an empty list initially for responding the queries. The empty list is defined
as Hlist

2 = 〈IDi, Xi, di〉. Whenever AD makes a query request for the hash value of any Yi,
which is the pre-image of di, CH replies as follows:

1. If a query Xi is alread present in Hlist
2 , then CH replies with di as a hash value;

4. Else, CH selects a random value di ∈ Z∗p and includes the tuple 〈IDi, Xi, di〉 into the
hash list Hlist

2 . Afterwards, CH responds by sending di as a hash result of Xi, i.e.,
H2(Xi) = di.

Challenge: Following the completion of Phase 1, CH randomly selects p, k, δ. It also
randomlty selects d∗1 , . . . . . . . . . , d∗n ∈ Z∗p and defines ciphertext as follows:
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1. CH calculates the group key Grkey = e(P, P)k;

5. CH also calculates header as HDR∗ = 〈C1 = Pxp, C2 = Pδk, C3 =

{(
P1− 1

δ

) 1
d∗i

}
IDi∈U∗

〉.

6. CH then randomly chooses b← {0, 1} and sets Grkeyb
= Grkey. It then allocates a

random value to Grkey1−b
and provides

(
HDR∗, Grkey0 , Grkey1

)
as a challenge to the

adversary AD.

Phase 2. AD adaptively requests for the extraction of private key and hash queries,
and the challenger CH replies in the same way as in phase 1.

Guess. As a final point, AD guesses b′ ∈ {0, 1}. CH, at this moment selects a random

tuple
〈
IDj, Xj, dj

〉
from the list Hlist

2 and calculates Tj = X
1

p−hj
j with a corresponding value

hj and p. CH then produces Tj as the solution to the given instance of BDH problem.
In the aforementioned game, the real attack environment is simulated by CH.AD and

is not able to figure out that it is not the real environment but its simulation. In the real
system, AD is required to guess the correct Xj = e

(
θs

j , C1

)
to retrieve the key dj because dj

is just calculated using the hash function H2. Therefore, AD will also query the exact Xj

with the probability ∈
(
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)
, in the simulation environment. Subsequently, towards the end

of the simulation, Xj will emerge in some tuple Hlist
2 with the probability ∈

(
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. Hence,

CH can yield the correct solution Tj with at least ∈
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7. Discussion of Results

The security analysis presented in the previous section proves that the proposed
framework is secure against Indistinguishable Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks. This is proved
through game theory in which adversary is given access to the decryption system where
he can submit any ciphertext of his choice to attain its plaintext. The adversary tries to
compute the private key using this information. However, the results prove that in our
framework the adversary fails to gain access to the secret keys. Hence, the proposed
framework is immune against malicious users’ attacks.

The existing algorithms with similar architecture discussed in this paper do not resolve
the filename conflicts, that is if the name of the file being uploaded is same as some other file
saved earlier over the cloud, it would result in over writing of the file. The implementation
section presents snapshots of files saved on the cloud (Figures 13 and 14). It is evident from
those snapshots that each file has timestamp associated with it, which make each filename
unique. Thus, the proposed framework resolves these filename conflicts.

Most of the similar architectures have not presented any key management techniques
for securing the encryption keys. In this framework, in addition to the encryption of data, a
novel key management technique has also been presented to secure the encryption keys.

Lastly, all of these techniques are not fully automated as they require a response from
the data owner or admin in one way or another. The framework presented in this paper is
fully automated (presented in the implementation section) as all the authorized users can
access the data without any further approvals by the admin or data owner. Thus, reducing
the additional overheads on data owners.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a multi-cloud security framework was proposed and implemented. The
major goal of this framework is to prevent users’ data from untrusted CSPs who can collude
with other malicious users and can hand over users’ data to these malicious users for their
profitable interests. For achieving this goal, the security framework splits the user’s data
into several parts, encrypts these parts using BDNA and then, uploads these encrypted
data parts to different CSPs so that no single cloud has the entire user’s data available with
them. Secondly, this framework provides an efficient mechanism for securing the secret
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keys generated by BDNA. Since, the strength of the symmetric key algorithm depends
upon its key; therefore, the secret keys should also be secured. For this, IBBE scheme was
used and the results proved that the proposed scheme is secure against Indistinguishable
Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks. Further, the working of the proposed security framework was
explained with the help of algorithms and snapshots. The proposed framework can be
used in all application areas (such as business organization, finance companies, academic
organizations, etc.) that use the cloud for the storage of their personal information and also
for the storage of pervasive information that is generated from diverse everyday devices.
Since research is a never-ending process, the completion of one research work opens up
doors for future enhancements of the completed work. In the proposed multi-cloud security
framework, the maximum cloud limit was set to five due to the availability of access tokens
from the clouds, and therefore in the future the number of clouds could be increased to
any number. Further, the parameter of data availability could also be included in the
multi-cloud framework, though most of the cloud providers claim the availability of eleven
nines (99.999999999%).
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